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Abstract— In distributed internet environments, the sessions are
managed conventionally by applying username and password
inorder to access any web application. Sessions are terminated
using the logout gimmicks. To an extent the security attacks have
been defended using the biometric protocol. In combination to
the traditional security framework . This paper predominantly
focuses on a new methodology for user identification and for
managing sessions that is oppressed in the Context Aware
Security for Hierarchical Multilevel Architecture for secure
biometric authentication over the internet. CASHMA is capable
of working with any kind of web service eg. Banking system. The
protocol computes dynamic timeouts on the groundwork of the
trust display within the user activity and within the quality and
sort of biometric knowledge gained transparently through
auditing in background the user’s biometric knowledge gained
transparently through auditing in background the user’s actions.
Index Terms—Continuous Authentication, Security, user
identity, OTP
I.INTRODUCTION

The preliminary trait of the modern ICT systems is to bypass
secure user authentication. The verification of the user being
unique are habitually based on username and a secret
password provided only at login session of the application..
The sessions are kept immutable once the user character is
verified. The unavoidable issue of the present technological
environments is “security” as there is an immense increase in
the density and ramification of the cyber attacks.
The proportion of security using single verification
point and single biometric attribute is estimated to be
insufficient. The „single shot‟ authentication indulges user
validation, only during login phase i.e. at the start of the web
application. Once the client's character has been checked, the
framework assets are accessible for a settled timeframe then
again until unequivocal logout from the client.
This methodology presume that a solitary check is
adequate, and the character of the client is in a steady state
throughout the entire session. For an instance, A client has
signed into a security-basic administration, and after that the
client leaves the computer unattended in the work area
intermittently.
This issue is even trickier with regards to cell
phones, frequently utilized as a part of open what's more,
swarmed situations, where the gadget itself can be lost or
coercively stolen while the client session is dynamic,
permitting impostors to mimic the client and get to entirely
individual information. In such cases, the administrations
where the clients are confirmed can be abused effortlessly [2] .
An essential arrangement is to utilize short session timeouts
and intermittently demand the client to information his/her

certifications over also, over, however this is not at all a
definitive solution as it degrades the user satisfaction. The use
of multi biometrics can improve the performance of the
system being built, using finger prints, face recognitions,voice
recognitions can vigorously enhance the security [4].

II.RELATED WORK
The paper that helped in this work is Andrea
Ceccarelli‟s user identity verification for secure internet
services [1]. The work in his paper focused on how user‟s
identity traits are acquired relatively during the authentication
process. The trust inputted to the system by the user during the
login phase and how operations can be carried out effectively.
The main scenarios employed in user identity are
1. Subsystem trust level m(Sk,t) - the probability that the single
subsystem Sk at time t does not authenticate an illegitimate
user. This trust level enables the system to check the verified
user.
2. User trust level g(u,t) - the trust used by the CASHMA
authentication service in the user u at time t. This trust level
provides the user with a level of confidence so as to connect to
the application.
3. Global trust level (u,t) -the belief that at time t,user u in the
system is actually a legitimate user. The operations being done
in the system are performed by the legitimate user.
4. Trust threshold gmin - is a lower outset on the global trust
level required by a specific web service.
A. Quantitative Security Evaluation of a Multi-Biometric
Authentication System:
Biometric validation frameworks check
the personality of clients by depending on their unmistakable
characteristics, similar to unique mark, face, iris, signature,
voice, and so on. Biometrics is ordinarily seen as a solid
verification technique; vulnerabilities exist, and security
angles ought to be stakingly considered, particularly when it is
embraced to guard the access to applications controlling basic
frameworks[3]. A quantitative security assessment of the
CASHMA multi biometric validation framework is played
out, evaluating the security gave by various framework
designs against aggressors with various capacities.
The assessment is performed utilizing the ADVISE
demonstrating formalism, a formalism for security assessment
that broadens assault. It permits to join data on the framework,
the assailant, and the measurements which are important to
deliver quantitative results. The results gave a valuable
knowledge on the security offered to the distinctive
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framework designs, and to latch on the scenarios in order to
cope up with the model security dangers and counter measures
in genuine situations.
B. Model-based evaluation of scalability and security
tradeoffs: A case study on a multi-service platform:
Current ICT schemas are described by expanding prerequisites
of unwavering quality, security, execution, accessibility,
flexibility. A pertinent issue that is to be considered is that the
scalability of system is proportional to the number of users
using the application. consequently requiring a discreet
proportion of assets[5]. Besides, new security issues to be
confronted emerge by manifesting applications and
information to the Internet, in this manner requiring a heedful
investigation of potential dangers and the recognizable proof
of more grounded security instruments to be actualized, which
may deliver a gloomy impact on framework execution and
adaptability properties.
The paper exhibits a model-based assessment of adaptability
and security compact of the multi-administration electronic
stage, by assessing how the presentation of security
components may prompt a debasement of execution
properties. The assessment scrutinizes the openness stage, an
electronic stage giving distinctive sort of administrations, to
various classifications of clients.
The assessment goes for recognizing the bottlenecks of
the framework, under various setups, and follow-up the issues
of security countermeasures which were distinguished by an
intensive danger examination action beforehand did on the
objective framework. The demonstrating action has been done
utilizing the Stochastic Activity Networks (SANs) formalism,
making full utilization of its qualities of measured quality and
reusability. The examination model is acknowledged through
the creation of an arrangement of predefined format models,
which encourages the development of the general framework
model, and the assessment of various setup by making them in
various ways.
C. Attacks on Biometric Systems: A Case Study in
Fingerprints
Disregarding various points of interest of biometricsbased individual validation frameworks over customary
security frameworks considering the token or learning, they
are defenseless against assaults that can diminish their security
significantly. In this paper, the domain of a solo finger
impression biometric framework are schemed[6]. An assault
framework that uses a slope climbing methodology to blend
the objective layouts and assess its achievability with broad
trial results led on a huge solo finger impression database. A
few measures that can be applied to diminish the likelihood of
such assaults and their consequences are likewise displayed.
The use of wearable devices for security can also decrease the
threats to the application that is transparently logging into the
system[10].

III.PROPOSED WORK
The proposed enhancement to continuous authentication
protocol provides multiple layers of security and
authentication to the cashma system by continuously
monitoring the activities of the client log[8]. The CASHMA
architecture includes:
1.CASHMA authentication server – which collaborates with
the clients and all the operations done in the application are
carried out effectively by monitoring the activities of different
user groups.
2. Computational servers - the biometric data of the enrolled
users is verified by these servers, it gives the optimum results
to the authentication server so that it can eventually identify
the legitimate users
3. Client - users or consumers who need to access the
application so as to perform their desired operations.
4. Database – collection of biometric templates of the enlisted
users
5. Web service - system designed for interoperable machine
to machine operation over a network.

CASHMA Architecture
CASHMA incorporates countermeasures to ensure the
biometric information and to ensure client‟s security of the
procured information amid its transmission to the
authentication and computational servers and its repositories
[9]. The multilayered architecture of the system enforces the
surveillance at a high impact. The client data is well
safeguarded from the imposter[7]. With the advent of the
adaptive session timeouts into the system the user is able to
perform the transactions competently.
Let‟s say if the user has logged into the system and if he is
busy at a phone call, keeping the system in idle mode it is a
great threat to the usability of the system as any hacker can
sense the details of the user and misuses the same. The
proposed system overcomes this scenario by dynamically
changing the sessions. Say, if the user has previously took 60
seconds in order to perform the transaction then the cashma
server updates the session time in its system and handle the
logout session if the system is idle for more than 60 seconds.
One time password is also generated in order to mantle
security. This way security to the system is much to a greater
impact.
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IV. SYSTEM EVALUATION
The implementation of the enhanced cashma system
initiates with the user procuring the registration by entering his
credentials to the system. A biometric mechanism is availed as
the second layer of security. An email is sent to the registered
recipe nt with the details of the passwords i.e. the account and
transaction password. Every bit of operation is accommodated
with an email to the client.
The user in order to perform operations of his account, logins
into the banking application with his account password and the
biometric impression, the CASHMA authentication server will
check the details if or whether the client is legitimate or
illegitimate then grants access to the concerned application.
The client is able to modify his passwords and can alter his
biometric as per his needs. The client, so as to transfer money,
has to add a beneficial pertaining to inter or intra bank
accounts. A mail is sent to the beneficial with the details of the
same. After The CASHMA authentication server adds the
beneficial successfully, the client is alarmed with the mail.
When the client clicks on the transaction tab of the system an
OTP is generated and sent to the client. To further proceed
through the transaction the user has to enter the OTP sent to
the registered mail and can transact the sufficient amount to
the beneficial securely. The Cashma system is capable of
operating any web service. The user is identified dynamically
using the trust levels, the dynamic session timeouts adds
usability and quality to the security being provided. Finally the
security of the proposed system is inherently increased with
increased traceability of the legitimate user.
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